Protect and accelerate crypto apps

Cloudflare defends your cryptocurrency trading applications and APIs, without compromising performance.

With global reach and advanced security capabilities, all on one platform, Cloudflare offers crypto firms a secure, resilient global cloud network that can help them accelerate their traffic and protect their customers digital wallets. Our web firewall, bot management and DDoS protection combined with Cloudflare Argo Smart Routing, are a winning combination.

**Relevant products**

- **DDoS protection**
  Our fast, application and network DDoS protection is powered by the intelligence of the global Cloudflare network.

- **API Shield**
  Cloudflare API Shield provides API discovery, schema validation, strong authentication, and more.

- **Argo Smart Routing**
  Cloudflare Argo Smart Routing delivers web traffic over the fastest links available.

**API Protection**

The crypto ecosystem is built on APIs. Cloudflare WAF contains several API protection features such as strong authentication based on mutual TLS, a fully hosted private public key infrastructure (PKI), and schema validation.

**Low Latency**

Milliseconds matter when it comes to trading cryptocurrency. Accelerate your traffic with smart routing. Argo leverages real-time network intelligence to route traffic across the fastest, most reliable paths.